
Hirnyak S.P. Linguistic features of Konstantyna 

Malytska’s memories 

This article characterizes linguistic features of texts of K. 

Malytska’s memories. The analysis enables to reveal the 

features of the use of the Ukrainian language of Galician 

intellectuals at the turn of the XIX – XX centuries, and also to 

highlight the social aspects of functioning of Ukrainian 

language in Eastern Galicia in the speci- fied period of time and 

to point to the lexical and semantic peculiarities of regional 

functioning of Ukrainian language on Western Ukrainian land. 

Key words: language, language features, Galician 

intellectuals, Konstantyna Ma- lytska, Eastern Galicia. 

 

Kotovych V.V. Chronicles oykonims Galician and Galicia-

Volyn principality: the formation of the possessives -iv, -yn 

In the article analyzes the possessive suffix oykonimy -iv, -

yn, located in the former Galician and Galicia-Volhynia and 

certified in the Laurentian and Ipatiev chronicles. Considered 

attempts to identify the former settlement of modern Galician 

localities found oykonimiv origin and anthroponyms-etymon. 

Key words: Galician principality, Galicia-Volhynia 

principality, oykonim, anthroponim, toponimotvirna model, 

possessive suffixes formation of -iv, -yn. 

 

 

Kovtsuniak M.M. Features chamber phraseology in the 

communicative aspect 

The article scrutinizes the research on the problem of 

chamber phraseology. It consists in using phrases and 

expressions taken from films, cartoons, literature. Examples of 

chamberisms, their detailed explanations and the sphere of 

usage are provided in the article. 

Key words: phraseological unit, chamber phraseology, film, 

animated film, belles-lettres. 



 

Kravchenko-Dzondza O.E. Stylistic analysis of the text in 

the context of communicative linguistics 

The article deals with the problem stylistic analysis of literary 

text (based on West- Ukrainian prose 20-30-ies of XX century). 

The characteristic of the main methods of communication 

linguistics. Defined innovation in the field of artistic speech 

writers are inherent in the early twentieth century. 

Key words: communicative linguistics, linhvopoetyka, 

idiostyle, linguistic creativity, metaphor, dialectisms, 

folkloryzm. 

 

 

Lutsiv S.I. Structural-semantic characteristics of 

prepositions vidadjective origin (The novel R.Ivanychuka 

"Malva" 

This article explores the structural and semantic 

characteristics of prepositions of adverbial origin based on the 

novel R. Ivanchuk «Malva»; it finds out that in modern 

Ukrainian literary language the formal construction of 

prepositions is rather motley, due to their constant 

replenishment; it states that the number of prepositions increases 

due to secondary adverbs (more), nouns (to a lesser extent) and 

verbs (few examples) formations and evidence of this is the 

prepositions system of tested art canvas. 

Key words: word-building paradigm, preposition, adverb, 

semantics , lexical meaning, transitional words , structural and 

semantic type. 

 

Matskiv P.V.The names of the sacred action in the 

biblical text 

Names of sacred actions have been analysed in the article on 

the basis of  frame modelling, singling out the action frame of 

the concept of GOD; axiological, lingvopragmatic and cultural 



semantics of the linguistic sign (sub concept, constituent) have 

been clarified. 

Key words: lingvocognitive modelling, frame, methodology, 

internal relations. 

 

 

The article analyzes the figurative aspect of the concept 

earth that best reflects in poetic language. Shaped signs in the 

ancient concept convey an understanding of the phenomenon 

earth and features include inanimate (element, food, object) and 

living (fitomorphic, animalistic, anthropomorphic) nature. 

Keyworlds: concept, structure concept, conceptual sign, 

shaped signs, cognitive metaphor. 

 

 

Ohar A.O. Figurative aspects of the concept of land 

(Based on Ukrainian poetry) 

The article analyzes the figurative aspect of the concept 

earth that best reflects in poetic language. Shaped signs in the 

ancient concept convey an understanding of the phenomenon 

earth and features include inanimate (element, food, object) and 

living (fitomorphic, animalistic, anthropomorphic) nature. 

Keyworlds: concept, structure concept, conceptual sign, 

shaped signs, cognitive metaphor. 

 

 

Paten I.M.The pragmatic aspect mentioned idioms with 

the semantics of movement (within the Ukrainian, Russian, 

Polish and English) 

The article analyzes the phraseological units with semantics 

of movement regard to their pragmatic willingness; pay 

attention to the emotional component of figurative 

expressions depending on ilokutyvе communicative purpose 

and functions of the recipient. 



Keywords: semantic meaning, pragmatic meaning, sem, 

phraseological units, estimation, thematic field. 

 

Skvarok O.A. On the derivational derivational 

capabilities and intentions generators words (based on 

locative nouns) 

The meaning of derivational intention of a creative word as 

one of its main features is studied in the article. Place and 

functions of the derivational intentions are defined in the 

structure of word building process. 

Key words: derivative potential of a formative word, 

derivative intensions, derivative word, structure of a word-

formation process, relation of motivation, word- formation 

semantics. 

 

Fedukko M. Ju. The phenomenon of language-words 

Shevchenko's space 

The article deals with the features of tokens “language”, 

“word” in Taras Shevchenko’s texts. It is shown that out of 

units of synonymic rage “language – a word, verb, tongue, 

psalm” the most active component is characterized by “word”; 

its connotative glory is consistently positive, while others may 

have negative emotional and evaluation coloration. It states that 

frequent appeals to components of mentioned synonymic rage 

convince Shevchenko’s awareness ethnic guardial, spiritual, 

national and state-building energy of native language. 

Key words: national language, Ukrainian identity, 

Ukrainian language, synonymic rage, components of 

synonymic series. 

 

 

Fedurko O.A. Ajective adverbs in semantic and syntactic 

structure of sentences predicates of concrete physical action 

The article deals with the functioning of adjectival adverbs 



as optional compo- nents of the sentence. The combinality 

peculiarities of adjectival adverbs in -o // (-e) with predicates of 

action are described in the paper. It is established that different 

functional-semantic types of adverbs are used in the sentences. 

The most active are adverbs of manner, qualitative and 

quantitative adverbs. 

Key words: semantic-syntactic structure of a sentence, 

invariant semantic struc- ture, predicate of physical action, 

adjectival adverb. 

 

Fil G.O. Component-dendronim in the structure of idioms of 

Ukrainian language as ethnocultural markers language picture of 

the world 

This paper examines a group of Ukrainian idioms with 

components-dendronyms – ethnic and cultural markers of world’s 

language picture; shows that the apparatus of symbols as 

structural components of stable combinations is not similar; it 

states that verbal symbols of idioms reflects the originality of the 

plant world, that the world of nature, presented in Ukrainian 

stable compounds, is characterized by versatility as well as by 

features of national perception. 

Key words: phraseological units, stable combinations of 

words, symbols, characters, components, dendronyms (names of 

trees), the symbolic foundation, lexical component, ethnic and 

cultural markers, structural components, symbolic meaning, 

verbal symbols, world’s language picture. 

 

 

Shtybel Ju. P. The semantic content of linguistic lion 

character in the biblical text 

In the article the functioning of biblical symbols of the leo in 

the linguistic aspect is investigated; their derivatives in the 

nominative and figurative meanings that  are realized within the 

nominal and verbal combinations and various syntactical 

constructions are examined. 



Key words: symbol, the Bible, syntactical construction, 

derivatives, nucleus, periphery. 

 

Kusnetsova K. Educational aspect of folk and modern 

tales  

The article deals with the problem of education through fairy 

tales in recent years, because the issue of disinterest in reading 

among students is current. Especially Ukrainian fairy tale loses 

its position. In research, we focus on the need to make the 

reading process as interesting and educational as possible. In 

particular, on the need of making creative tasks for children, 

that would encourage them to read and think for themselves. 

Key words: the aspect of education, (modern) fairy tale, fairy 

tales about animals, creative tasks for students. 

 

 

Javorska L.Fantasy in contemporary literature for children 
The article is devoted to theoretical, historical and literary 

study of fantasy as a new genre of modern literature. It 

characterizes genre features of fantasy and sources that made 

impact on its becoming. The definition of the term fantasy by 

foreign and domestic scientists is observed. 

Key words: genre, literary genre, fantasy, fairy tale, myth, 

novel, fantastic, fantasy literature. 

 

Demko Ja. The value of the works of writers native land in 

literary propedeutics primary school children 

The article highlights the problem of literary development of 

primary school children, opens the essence of the concept of 

«literary propedeutics» and pays attention on introducing 

younger students with literary concepts and elements of literary 

analysis, defined by the new State standard. The article shows 

the significance of literary local history in formation of 

students’ ability to complete perception of works of art, in the 



development of aesthetic tastes and reading culture, in 

providing personal attitude to the native language and literature, 

art works, born on Father’s land. Also it considers the views of 

individual scientists, trainers, teachers on the literary 

development of children’s personality and formation of 

students’ reading competence of. It emphasizes the important 

role of creativity and ingenuity of primary school teachers in the 

implementation of forms and methods that meet the needs of 

the individual, help to reveal their spiritual and emotional, 

intellectual, aesthetic abilities, bring to national pride, prepare 

the active involvement of every individual in social life. 

Keywords: literary development, literary propedeutics, 

subject-reader competence, literary local history, literature and 

speech skills, reading interests, artistic tastes. 

 

Jatskiv R.B. Pen names of members of national 

liberation movements - call sign of the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine: semantic parallels 

In the article analyzes the pseudonyms of the national 

liberation struggle Ukraine 40-50-ies of XX century modern 

and call sign of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. It was found 

common features of lexical motivational bases from which they 

were created. 

Key words: pseudonym, callsign, self, onyms, appellative, 

members of national liberation movements, Armed Forces of 

Ukraine. 

 

Zymuldinova A., Skalych L. Methodical preparation of 

teachers to the training and education of children the age of five 

different schools 

This article discovers the problem of educating of five-year-

old children, which according to Ukrainian law «On pre-school 

education» have to study at different educational institutions. 

Content, forms and methods of teaching and educating of five-



year-old children at school, children’s institution and by 

individual education are shown. 

Key words: children’s institution, five-year-old children, 

individual education, content, methods, teaching, education, 

forms. 

 

 

Luzetska L.B. Non-verbal means of communication as a 

component of speech culture of the individual  

The article deals with some problems of the person’s speech 

culture. Emphasize is paid to the importance of non-verbal 

means for the process of communication, to the necessity of 

using these means appropriatelyfor the convincing speech and 

positive impact for the interlocutor. The essence of the concept 

“non-verbal means of communication» is revealed, the meaning 

of these means for speech expressiveness and emotionality is 

underlined. The opinions of some scientist for mimics, gestures, 

view, speakers pose and some other components of non-verbal 

communication are examined. The stress is paid to the necessity 

for combining thenon-verbalcommunication with verbal ones in 

a concrete speech situation. 

Key words: speech culture, verbal speech, non-verbal 

means of communication, mimics, gestures, view, pose. 

 

 

Ohrimenko L. Improving teaching Ukrainian primary school 

pupils at the new school curriculum in accordance the State 

standard primary education 

The article observes the improving of teaching of Ukrainian 

language of primary school children for new school program 

according to State standard of primary general education. The 

content of Ukrainian language program for first-forth years 

pupils is discovered. The advantages and disadvantages of 

Ukrainian language textbooks for primary school children are 



shown. Selection of methods and techniques of teaching 

language and speech that can be used by the primary school 

teacher. 

Key words: state standard, content, methods, teaching, 

main features, program, textbook, standard, Ukrainian 

language, pupil, forms. 

 

 

Savshak T. Implementation of the training and education of 

students Ukrainian schools in Galicia second half of the 

nineteenth century the first third of the twentieth century 

The article observes the interconnection of teaching and 

educating during studying history in Ukrainian institutions of 

Galicia in the period from the mid- nineteenth century – to the 

first third of the twentieth century. The content, methods and 

forms of studing in the history of Ukrainian schools and normal 

schools. 

Key words: ways, development, method, methodology, 

teaching, content, history, forms, means, gymnasium, 

Ukrainian, Galicia. 

 

 
Shesterov I. Methods of study adverb a constant part of 

speech 

This article discussed the methodology of teaching of 

adverbs at secondary/  high school level. Attention was paid to 

the issue of adoption of the material, both theoretical and 

practical, whilst possible errors and imperfections were taken 

into account. The research was complemented by particular 

tasks which, in our opinion, assist in the solution of the issue in 

question. 

Keywords: adverbs, exercises for students, semantic 

communication, methodology.


